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(54) UNBLOCKING PROCESSES IN INTERPROCESS MESSAGING PASSING

(57) A thread of a client process may become
blocked awaiting a reply to a message sent to a server
process. Unblocking the client may include determining
by the operating system that a timeout has expired with-
out the server having replied to the message and then
sending a request to the server process reply to the mes-
sage to unblock the client. After sending the request for

the server to reply to the message, the operating system
may determine that the server has still not replied to the
message after a further period has elapsed. If so, one or
more actions related to the server process may be trig-
gered. For example, a signal may be sent to the server
process or the computer system may be rebooted.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to interprocess
communication (IPC), and, more particularly, to the mes-
sage passing interprocess communication.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Modern computer operating systems support
multiple concurrent processes. These processes may
communicate with each other. For example, in the case
of microkernel operating systems, some processes may
communicate with other processes responsible for pro-
viding operating system services that would be provided
by the operating system kernel in an operating system
with a monolithic kernel. Communications between proc-
esses may follow a message passing model. In message
passing, facility may be provided for one process to send
a message to another process. For example, it may be
that a client process sends a message to a server proc-
ess. The other process may then handle the message
and provide a reply to the message.

SUMMARY

[0003] According to the subject-matter of the present
application, there may be provided a computer-imple-
mented method. The method may include sending a
message by a sending thread of a client process to a
server process. It may be that the sending thread of the
client process is blocked by the sending to await a reply
to the message from the server process. The method
may further include determining by an operating system
managing the client process and the server process that
a timeout has expired without the server process having
replied to the message. The method may further include,
upon determining that the timeout has expired without
the server process having replied to the message, send-
ing a request to the server process to unblock the sending
thread of the client process by replying to the message.
The method may further include, after sending the re-
quest for the server process to unblock the sending
thread by replying to the message, determining, by the
operating system, that a further period has elapsed with-
out the server process having replied to the message.
The method may further include, upon determining that
the further period has elapsed without the server process
having unblocked the sending thread by replying to the
message, triggering one or more actions related to the
server process.
[0004] Conveniently, in this way, actions may be taken
such as may unblock the reply-blocked client process
and/or may otherwise restore the system to a known
state. For example, the non-responsive server may be
sent a signal to cause it to terminate. In another example,
the computer system as a whole could be rebooted.

[0005] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may include sending a signal to the server process.
For example, the signal may comprise a signal to the
server process to terminate.
[0006] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may include restarting the operating system.
[0007] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may be performed in sequence. For example, the
one or more actions may be performed in sequence with
a configurable delay between the performing of a given
one of the actions and the performing of a next one of
the actions.
[0008] In some implementations, the method may fur-
ther include identifying the one or more actions based on
at least one of a process name of the server process or
a process identifier of the server process.
[0009] In some implementations, triggering the one or
more actions related to server process may include send-
ing an indication identifying the server process to a server
monitor process, the server monitor process causing the
one or more actions to be performed responsive to the
indication. It may, for example, be that causing the one
or more actions to be performed responsive to the indi-
cation includes sending, by the server monitor process,
a request to the operating system that further indications
identifying the server process be suppressed.
[0010] In some implementations, it may be that the cli-
ent process is safety-certified and the server process is
not safety-certified.
[0011] According to the subject matter of the present
application, there may be provided a computer-readable
storage medium storing an operating system. The com-
puter-readable storage medium may be a non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium. The operating sys-
tem may include instructions that, when executed by one
or more processors of a computer system cause the com-
puter system to: receive, by a kernel of the operating
system from a client process managed by the operating
system, a call to send a message to a server process,
the call blocking a calling thread of the client process to
await a reply to the message from the server process;
deliver, by the kernel, the message to the server process;
determine that a timeout has expired without the server
process having replied to the message; upon determining
that the timeout has expired without the server process
having replied to the message, send, by the kernel to the
server process, a request for the server process to reply
to the message; after sending the request for the server
process to reply to the message, determine that a further
period of time has elapsed without the server process
having replied to the message; and upon determining
that the further period of time has elapsed without the
server process having replied to the message, triggering,
by the kernel, one or more actions related to the server
process.
[0012] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may include sending a signal to the server process.
For example, the signal may be a signal to the server
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process to terminate.
[0013] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may include rebooting the computer system.
[0014] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may be performed in sequence. For example, it may
be that the one or more actions are performed in se-
quence with a configurable delay between the performing
of a given one of the actions and the performing of a next
one of the actions.
[0015] In some implementations, it may be that the in-
structions, when executed by the processor, further
cause the computer system to identify the one or more
actions based on at least one of a process name of the
server process and a process identifier of the server proc-
ess.
[0016] In some implementations, it may be that the op-
erating system includes a server monitor process, and it
may be that triggering the one or more actions related to
the server process includes sending, by the kernel to a
process executing the server monitor, an indication iden-
tifying the server process, the server monitor process
causing the one or more actions to be performed respon-
sive to the indication.
[0017] According to the subject matter of the present
application there may be provided a computer system.
The computer system may include one or more proces-
sors and a memory communicably coupled to the one or
more processors. The memory may store instructions
that, when executed by at least one of the one or more
processors, cause the computer system to: receive, by
a kernel of an operating system of the computer system
from a client process managed by the operating system,
a call to send a message to a server process, the call
blocking a calling thread of the client process to await a
reply to the message from the server process; deliver,
by the kernel, the message to the server process; deter-
mine that a timeout has expired without the server proc-
ess having replied to the message; send, by the kernel
to the server process, a request for the server process
to reply to the message; determine that a further period
of time has elapsed without the server process having
replied to the message; and trigger, by the kernel, one
or more actions related to the server process.
[0018] In some implementations, the one or more ac-
tions may include at least one of sending a signal to the
server process to terminate and a rebooting of the com-
puter system.
[0019] Other example embodiments of the present dis-
closure will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art from a review of the following detailed description in
conjunction with the drawings.
[0020] In the present application, the term "and/or" is
intended to cover all possible combinations and sub-
combinations of the listed elements, including any one
of the listed elements alone, any sub-combination, or all
of the elements, and without necessarily excluding addi-
tional elements.
[0021] In the present application, the phrase "at least

one of... or..." is intended to cover any one or more of the
listed elements, including any one of the listed elements
alone, any sub-combination, or all of the elements, with-
out necessarily excluding any additional elements, and
without necessarily requiring all of the elements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] Reference will now be made, by way of exam-
ple, to the accompanying drawings which show example
embodiments of the present application and in which:

FIG. 1 shows a high-level block diagram of an ex-
ample computing device;

FIG. 2 shows a simplified organization of software
components stored in a memory of the example com-
puting device of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 provides a schematic illustration of an ex-
change of messages between a client process and
a server process;

FIG. 4 shows a state diagram illustrating states of
the client process of FIG. 3 during the exchange of
messages depicted in FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 provides a flow chart illustrating a method for
unblocking a client process blocked awaiting a serv-
er process that does not timely reply to a message;

FIG. 6 is a sequence diagram depicting interactions
between processes; and

FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of a look-up table
storing actions to take with various server processes
if they do not timely reply to messages.

[0023] Like reference numerals are used in the draw-
ings to denote like elements and features.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODI-
MENTS

[0024] FIG. 1 shows a high-level block diagram of an
example computer system 100. The example computer
system 100 may comprise a computing device. As illus-
trated, the example computer system 100 includes a
processor 110, a memory 120, and an I/O interface 130.
The foregoing modules of the example computer system
100 are in communication over a bus 140.
[0025] The processor 110 comprises a hardware proc-
essor and may, for example, comprise one or more phys-
ical processors and/or one ore more processor cores.
The processor 110 may use an instruction set such as,
for example, ARM, x86, MIPS, or PowerPC (TM) instruc-
tion sets. For example, the processor 110 may be or may
include one or more Intel (TM) Core (TM) processors,
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Qualcomm (TM) Snapdragon (TM) processors, or the
like.
[0026] The memory 120 comprises a physical memo-
ry. The memory 120 may include random access mem-
ory, read-only memory, persistent storage such as, for
example, flash memory, a solid-state drive or the like.
Read-only memory and persistent storage are a compu-
ter-readable medium and, more particularly, may each
be considered a non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium. A computer-readable medium may be or-
ganized using a file system such as may be administered
by software governing overall operation of the example
computer system 100.
[0027] The I/O interface 130 is an input/output inter-
face. The I/O interface 130 allows the example computer
system 100 to receive input and provide output. For ex-
ample, the I/O interface 130 may allow the example com-
puter system 100 to receive input from or provide output
to a user. In another example, the I/O interface 130 may
allow the example computer system 100 to communicate
with a computer network. The I/O interface 130 may serve
to interconnect the example computer system 100 with
one or more I/O devices such as, for example, a key-
board, a display screen, a pointing device like a mouse
or a trackball, a fingerprint reader, a communications
module or the like.
[0028] Software comprising instructions is executed by
the processor 110 from a computer-readable medium.
For example, software may be loaded into random-ac-
cess memory from persistent storage or flash memory
of the memory 120. Additionally or alternatively, software
may be executed by the processor 110 directly from read-
only memory of the memory 120. In another example,
software may be accessed via the I/O interface 130.
[0029] FIG. 2 depicts a simplified organization of soft-
ware components stored in the memory 120 of the ex-
ample computer system 100. As illustrated these soft-
ware components include an operating system 200 and
processes 210.
[0030] The operating system 200 is software. The op-
erating system 200 hosts the processes 210 and is re-
sponsible for scheduling their execution on the processor
110. The operating system 200 also allows the processes
210 to access the memory 120 and the I/O interface 130.
In some cases, the operating system 200 may corre-
spond to a microkernel of a microkernel operating system
such as, for example, QNX (TM) Neutrino (TM) or MINIX
3. For example, it may be that various of the processes
210 are server processes such as may be responsible
for providing various operating system services while oth-
ers of the processes 210 are client processes which cor-
respond, for example, to applications executing on the
example computer system 100 that adapt the example
computer system 100 for a particular purpose. Client
processes may rely on services provided by server proc-
esses. In some cases, a process that is a server process
relative to some client process may itself be a client proc-
ess of another process.

[0031] An interprocess communication (IPC) mecha-
nism can allow client processes to communicate with
server processes and vice-versa. Interprocess commu-
nication is a function that may be provided by an operat-
ing system. For example, in the case of a microkernel
OS, some or all aspects of IPC may be provided or en-
abled by the microkernel. An example of an IPC mech-
anism is message passing. With messaging passing, a
bundle of data, called a message, can be sent from one
process to another process. A corresponding reply mes-
sage may then be sent in reply to that message.
[0032] FIG. 3 provides schematic illustration of an ex-
change of messages between a client process 310 and
a server process 320 according to an example of mes-
sage-passing IPC. As illustrated, the client process 310
may first send a message 330 to the server process 320.
The server process 320 may then receive the message
330 and may subsequently send a reply 332 to client
process 310, the reply 332 corresponding to the message
330. For example, the server process 320 may send the
reply 332 after taking some action corresponding to the
payload of the message 330. In a particular example, the
reply 332 may correspond to the result of a request rep-
resented by the message 330.
[0033] Message passing can be employed for various
purposes. For example, in some microkernel operating
systems, messaging passing may form the primary
mechanism for communication between processes. In a
particular example, QNX Neutrino relies on message
passing for modularity and to provide decoupling be-
tween components of the operating system. Notably, in
the C-language standard library implementation provid-
ed in QNX Neutrino, functions (e.g., open(), write()) are
implemented using message passing.
[0034] Message passing can be conceived of as a pro-
tocol between a client process and a server process that
are exchanging messages. Such a protocol may be de-
scribed in terms of states assumed by the various actors
(e.g., the client process and the server process) as a part
of a message-exchange (e.g., by the client process 310
and the server process 320 in the exchange of the mes-
sage 330 and the reply 332).
[0035] FIG. 4 shows a state diagram 400 illustrating
states that the client process 310 may assume during
the exchange of messages depicted in FIG. 3. Notably,
the state diagram 400 corresponds to states that a client
process running on a computing device in which the OS
is QNX Neutrino may assume according to the QNX Neu-
trino messaging-passing model.
[0036] The state diagram starts with a Running state
402. In the Running state 402, the client has not yet sent
a message. Upon sending the message 330, the client
process 310 moves from the Running state 402 to a
Send-Blocked state 404. The Send-Blocked state 404
indicates that either the server process 320 has not yet
received the message 330 or that the message 330 has
been delivered to the server process 320 but the mes-
sage 330 has not yet been dequeued by the server proc-
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ess 320 from its channel of incoming messages (i.e., the
message has been delivered, but not yet accessed by
the server process 320). Once the server process 320
receives the message 330 (including dequeuing it as
needed), the client process 310 moves to a Reply-
Blocked state 406. The Reply-Blocked state 406 indi-
cates that the server process 320 has received the mes-
sage 330 and is expected to be working on processing it.
[0037] The client process 310 will remain in the Reply-
Blocked state 406 until the server process 320 sends the
reply 332. Put another way, the client process 310 (or at
least a calling thread thereof that sent the message 330)
will be blocked awaiting a reply to the message 330. This
could be, for example, because the client process 310
sends the message 330 using a function call that is ex-
pected to block until a reply to that message is received.
[0038] Notably, the message passing protocol can im-
ply that client process 310 may wait on the server process
320 for an unknown and undefined amount of time before
the server process 320 issues a reply, thereby unblocking
the client process 310 (or, if only a sending thread of the
client process 310 was blocked, that sending thread) and
returning it to the Running state 402. Indeed, the protocol
may be such that neither the Send-Blocked state 404 nor
the Reply-Blocked state 406 guarantees that the server
process 320 will issue the reply 332 to the client process
310 within any bounded amount of time. For example,
the server process 320 could delay due to an error, due
to unexpected processing time, and/or may simply leave
the client process 310 hanging indefinitely such as, for
example, due to an unhandled failure or a programming
error. Some specific server processes may, provide such
a guarantee, not as part of the message passing protocol
but rather as a matter of contract, if they have been spe-
cially and carefully prepared. For example, certain server
processes providing safety-critical functionality such as,
for example, in an embedded system (e.g., in an auto-
mobile), may be safety-certified and may offer guaran-
tees regarding response times.
[0039] The client process 310 may take some steps to
attempt to abort a message passing exchange if the serv-
er process 320 does not timely handle the message 330.
For example, a timeout mechanism may be provided by
the operating system allowing the client process 310 to
request a timeout if the message 330 is not timely han-
dled.
[0040] In a particular example, in QNX Neutrino, the
client process 310 may set such a timeout by calling
TimerTimeout() prior to making a blocking call to send
the message 330. TimerTimeout() allows an event such
as, for example, SlGEV_UNBLOCK to be sent if a block-
ing call exceeds a timeout so set. The behavior upon
receipt of such an event may be to allow an abort of the
sending of the message 330 if possible. For example, if
the client process 310 is still in the Send-Block state 404
when the timeout expires (indicating that the server proc-
ess 320 has not yet seen the message 330), the operating
system may unwind the message exchange by removing

the message from the message channel of the server
process 320 thereby unblocking the client process 310
(or, more particular, the sending thread thereof). If, how-
ever, the client process 310 is in the Reply-Blocked state
406 (indicating that the server process 320 has already
received and potentially begun processing of the mes-
sage 330), such an unwind may not be possible. For ex-
ample, allowing such an unwind / abort of the message
exchange after the message 330 has been delivered to
the server process 320 could be considered to make the
programming of a server process unduly complex due to
the need to handle aborts. Indeed, such handling could
be particularly difficult, for example, in the case of a sin-
gle-threaded server. Additionally or alternatively, com-
plexity could arise in correlating subsequent replies to
further messages from the client process 310 to the serv-
er process 320. For example, it could be that the mes-
saging protocol specifically disallows multiple in-flight
message passing exchanges between a given client and
server in order to reducing the complexity of correlating
messages and replies and this could condition could be
violated if such an abort were permitted. In a particular
example, in QNX Neutrino, once a client process enters
the Reply-Blocked state 406, the timeout is effectively
treated as advisory. More particularly, if a timeout occurs
in a messaging passing exchange where the client proc-
ess is in the Reply-Blocked state 406, the operating sys-
tem will send a "pulse" (a lightweight message that does
not expect a reply and does not have an associated re-
quest-reply semantic) to the message channel of the
server process, but the co-operation of the server proc-
ess 320 to handle the pulse is required. In particular the
server process 320 is expected to co-operate by issuing
a swift reply to the relevant outstanding message (i.e.,
the message 330). Unless and until such a reply is pro-
vided, the client process 310 (or at least the sending
thread thereof) will remain blocked awaiting a reply. No-
tably, where a server fails to provide such a reply / fails
to provide such a reply in a timely fashion after receiving
such a pulse, the client may remain blocked, potentially
indefinitely.
[0041] As mentioned above, server processes may be
safety-certified. Similarly, client processes may also be
safety-certified. Further, a safety-certified process that is
a server to one process (and thus may be viewed as a
safety-certified server) may be a client of another process
as mentioned above (and thus may be also viewed as a
safety-certified client). In order to satisfy its safety-certi-
fication guarantees, a given process acting as a client
process in a given message passing exchange may need
to receive replies (or at least be able to guarantee to be
unblocked) within some timeframe. However, it may be
burdensome or impractical to require that all processes
that may act as a server to a safety-certified client are
also safety-certified. Accordingly, it would be desirable
to allow client processes such as safety-certified clients
to be provided with greater assurances of being un-
blocked when awaiting a reply from a server process if
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that server process does not provide such a reply in a
timely fashion. Furthermore, it may be desirable to pro-
vide such assurances without adding complexity to the
message-passing protocol. According to the subject mat-
ter of the present application, a mechanism is provided
allowing actions to triggered by the operating system in
response to a server process that does not unblock a
client awaiting a reply when the server has been provided
with an indication to do so. In this way, action may be
taken allowing, for example, the client process awaiting
a reply to be unblocked.
[0042] FIG. 5 provides a flow chart illustrating a method
500 including operations starting with an operation 510
and continuing onward as may be performed by the ex-
ample computer system 100, and, more particularly, by
the processor 110 executing instructions, the method in-
cluding triggering actions responsive to the server proc-
ess 320 not unblocking the client process 310 when it is
awaiting a reply to the message 330.
[0043] For example, as discussed above, it may be
that a sending thread of the client process 310 has sent
the message 330 to the server process 320. As discussed
above, the sending thread of the client process 310 may
be blocked by the sending of the message so as to await
the reply 332 from the server process 320. As also men-
tioned above, the client process 310 may set a timeout
for receiving a reply to the message 330. As such, at the
operation 510, subsequent to the sending of the message
330 by the sending thread of the client process 310 to
the server process 320, the example computer system
100 may determine that a timeout has expired without
the server process having replied to the message 330
(e.g., without sending the reply 332). For example, it may
be that the operating system, (which may be responsible
for managing the various processes executing on the ex-
ample computer system 100 including the client process
310 and the server process 320) determines that such a
timeout has expired.
[0044] Following the operation 510, an operation 520
is next. At the operation 520, a request may be sent to
the server process 320 to request that it reply to the mes-
sage 330 so as to unblock the client process 310 and,
more particularly, the sending thread thereof (i.e., the
thread that sent the message 330). Such a request may,
for example, correspond to the above-discussed light-
weight message ("pulse").
[0045] Notably, it may be that, before, after, or upon
sending such a request, a further timeout is set for the
server process 320 to honor the request that it reply to
the message 330.
[0046] After sending the request for the server process
320 to unblock the sending thread by replying to the mes-
sage 330 at the operation 520, an operation 530 is next.
[0047] The operation 530 is reached when the above-
mentioned further timeout has expired. At the operation
530, the example computer system 100 determines
whether further timeout has expired without the server
process 320 replying to the message 330. Such a deter-

mination may be made, for example by the operating
system of the example computer system 100. If so, then
the method completes. Alternatively, if is determined that
the further period has elapsed without the server process
320 having replied to the message 330, then an operation
540 is next.
[0048] At the operation 540, one or more actions relat-
ed to the server process 320 are triggered. The actions
may be intended to unblock the client process 310 or,
more broadly, to place the example computer system
100 in a defined state. As further described below, the
one or more actions may take a variety of forms.
[0049] In a first example, the one or more actions may
include sending a signal to the server process 320. Such
a signal, may for example, be or include a POSIX signal.
The signal may be a signal to the server process 320 to
terminate (e.g., exit). For example, in the case of POSIX
signals, a POSIX signal such as, for example, SIGTERM
and/or SIGKILL, could be sent to the server process 320
in an effort to cause it to terminate. Notably, where a
server process from which a client process is awaiting a
reply terminates before such a reply is sent, the client
process may be expected to be unblocked. For example,
the client process may receive an error indicating that
the target of its message has terminated.
[0050] In a second example, the one or more actions
may have a broader effect. For example, it could be that
the one or more actions include restarting the operating
system of the example computer system 100. Put anoth-
er way, the one or more actions may include rebooting
the example computer system 100.
[0051] The various actions may be performed in se-
quence. For example, it could be that a sequence of ac-
tions related to the server process 320 are performed in
sequence with a delay between the performing of a given
one of the actions and the performing of a next one of
the actions. It may be that such a delay is configurable
(i.e., the delay is a configurable delay).
[0052] In some cases, it may be that the client process
310 is safety-certified and the server process 320 is not
safety-certified. Notably, the method of FIG. 5 may allow
such a safety-certified client process to send messages
to such a non-safety-certified server process while allow-
ing the client process to be provided with assurances
related to being unblocked if timely replies are not re-
ceived from the non-safety-certified server process. Con-
veniently, in this way, the need to safety-certify server
processes may be reduced or avoided.
[0053] As mentioned above, various of the operations
of the method 500 illustrated in FIG. 5 may be performed
under control of the operating system of the example
computer system 100. As discussed, in some cases, an
operating system may be monolithic, while in other cas-
es, an operating system may involve one or more proc-
esses operating atop an operating system such as, for
example, a microkernel. An example of how the method
500 may be provided in such a microkernel operating
system environment will now be discussed with reference
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to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 provides a sequence diagram 600 de-
picting interactions between processes including in per-
forming the method of FIG. 5 in an example implemen-
tation.
[0054] Referring to FIG. 6, in addition to the client proc-
ess 310 and the server process 320, actors involved in
the sequence diagram 600 include a server monitor proc-
ess 610 and a kernel 620.
[0055] As further described below, the server monitor
process 610 is a process responsible for performing as-
pects of the method of FIG. 5 in the example implemen-
tation of the subject matter of the present application de-
picted in the sequence diagram 600. In some cases, the
server monitor process 610 may be considered a com-
ponent of the operating system of the example computer
system 100.
[0056] The kernel 620 is an operating system kernel
and may, for example, correspond to the operating sys-
tem 200 such as, for example, where the operating sys-
tem of the example computer system 100 is a microkernel
operating system as discussed above. Put another way,
the kernel 620 may be a microkernel. The kernel 620
may be responsible for hosting and scheduling process-
es such as, for example, the client process 310, the serv-
er process 320 and the server monitor process 610.
[0057] Various interactions between the client process
310, the server process 320, the server monitor process
610, and the kernel 620 will now be discussed. In some
cases, a given interaction may correspond to an ex-
change of messages. Additionally or alternatively, a giv-
en interaction may correspond to one or more function
calls. More particularly, a given interaction may corre-
spond to one or more calls to the operating system calls
and/or a library thereof. In any event, the following ex-
planation of the sequence diagram will refer to such in-
teractions collectively as the sending of indications be-
tween processes.
[0058] First, as illustrated, the client process 310 may
send an indication 622 to the kernel 620. The indication
622 may correspond to a system call. The indication 622
may serve to set a timeout for a next operation of the
client process 310. For example, the indication 622 could
correspond to a call to TimerTimeout() as discussed
above.
[0059] Following the sending of the indication 622, the
client process 310 may send an indication to the server
process 320. The sending of the indication 624 may cor-
respond to the sending of the message 330 as discussed
above. Although depicted as an interaction between the
client process 310 and the server process 320, the send-
ing of the indication 624 may involve a system call by the
client process 310 to the kernel 620 (e.g., to one or more
message passing IPC functions thereof). In any event,
the timeout set by the indication 622 may be a timeout
for the client process 310 receiving a response to the
indication 624 from the server process 320. For example,
where the indication 624 corresponds to the message
330, a reply to that message may be expected within the

defined timeout.
[0060] Following the sending of the indication 624, the
kernel 620 may determine that the timeout established
by the indication 622 has elapsed without a reply having
been sent by the server process 320 to the indication
624. This may, for example, correspond to the operation
510 (FIG. 5). After determining that the timeout has ex-
pired without the server process 320 having replied to
the indication 624, the kernel 620 may send the indication
626 to the server process 320. The indication 626 may
be a request to the server process 320 to unblock the
sending thread of the client process 310 by replying to
the message. For example, the indication 626 may com-
prise a lightweight message that does not expect a reply
(e.g., a pulse) as discussed above. Notably the sending
of the indication 626 may correspond to the operation
520 (FIG. 5).
[0061] As discussed above, a further timeout period
may be established for the server process 320 to respond
to a request that it unblock the client process 310. Fol-
lowing the sending of the indication 626, it may be deter-
mined that such a further period has elapsed without the
server process 320 having issued a reply as expected
(and requested). As mentioned above, such a determi-
nation may be made by the operating system of the ex-
ample computer system 100. In a particular example,
such a determination may be made by the kernel 620.
Upon making such a determination, the kernel 620 may
send an indication 628 thereof to the server monitor proc-
ess 610. For example, the indication 628 could be a mes-
sage that does not expect a reply such as, for example,
a pulse as discussed above. The indication 628 may
serve to trigger one or more actions related to the server
process 320. Put another way, the server monitor proc-
ess 610 may cause the one or more actions to be per-
formed responsive to the indication. The server monitor
process 610 may then perform some or all of the one or
more actions and/or may cause them to be performed.
For example, the server monitor process 610 may send
an indication 630 to the server process 320. The indica-
tion 630 may correspond, for example, to the sending of
a signal (e.g., a POSIX signal) to the server process 320.
Notably, the sending of the indication 630 may, in some
implementations, involve the server monitor process 610
making one or more operating system calls. For example,
the indication 630 could correspond to the server monitor
process 610 making a system call (e.g., into the kernel
620) such as, for example, a call to cause a POSIX signal
to be sent by the operating system to the server process
320.
[0062] The sequence diagram 600 illustrates an exam-
ple implementation of the subject matter of the present
application in a microkernel operating system environ-
ment. Other manners of implementing the subject matter
of the present application are also completed. For exam-
ple, in the case of a monolithic operating system, some
or all of the functionality of the server monitor process
610 may be incorporated into the operating system ker-
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nel.
[0063] As discussed above, the one or more actions
related to the server process 320 may correspond to a
sequence of actions. An example mechanism for identi-
fying such a sequence of actions for a given server proc-
ess will now be discussed with reference to FIG. 7.
[0064] FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of a look-up
table 700 storing actions to take with various server proc-
esses if they do not timely reply to messages. In some
implementations, the look-up table 700 may correspond
to a database such as may be stored and/or retrieved
from persisted storage. Additionally or alternatively, the
look-up table 700 may correspond to an in-memory data
structure such as, for example, a dictionary. In a particular
example, the look-up table 700 may be an in-memory
data structure constructed based on one or more calls
to an application programming interface (API) and/or
based on one or more data files such as may, for exam-
ple, be loaded from persisted storage.
[0065] The look-up table 700 includes an index 710
and a set of values 720. The index stores keys, each of
which corresponds to a value of set of values 720. For
example, as indicated by an arrow therebetween, a key
712 corresponds to a value 722, a key 714 corresponds
to a value 724, a key 716 corresponds to a value 726,
and a key 718 corresponds to a value 728.
[0066] Each of the keys in the index 710 is an index
entry intended to match one or more servers. The re-
spective corresponding one of values 720 for each of the
keys of the index 710 stores a set of actions related to
the servers intended to be matched by the corresponding
key.
[0067] Some of the keys in the index 710 may be in-
tended to match the process identifier (pid) of a particular
process. For example, as illustrated, the key 712 may
match a pid 2022 and the key 714 may match a pid 3999.
Others of the keys in the index 710 may be intended to
match process(es) having a particular name. For exam-
ple, as illustrated, the key 716 may match processes
named "blkstart", while the key 718 may match processes
named "test-server".
[0068] As mentioned above, each of the keys in the
index 710 has an associated entry in the set of values
720. Each of the entries in the set of values 720 stores
a sequence of one or more actions. These actions are
actions related to one or more processes as may be
matched by the key in the index 710 corresponding to a
given entry in the set of values 720. Once a given se-
quence of actions is triggered, each of the actions in the
sequence may be performed one after another, in turn.
In some implementations, there may be a delay between
the performing of each of the actions. Such a delay may
be customizable. Notably, it may be that, once triggered,
a given action sequence will run to completion regardless
of whether one of the earlier actions results in an un-
blocking of one or more client processes previously
blocked on that server.
[0069] As illustrated, various of the actions correspond

to signals and, in particular, to POSIX signals (e.g.,
SIGCHLD, SIGUSR1, SIGQUIT, SIGKILL). Other POSIX
signals may, additionally or alternatively, be employed.
The performing of an action corresponding to a signal
may be or may include the sending of that signal to the
process for which actions were triggered (i.e., the server
process that has blocked its client by failing to reply to a
message therefrom). Other example actions depicted in
FIG. 7 include the "ignore" and "reboot".
[0070] Ignore may correspond to an instruction that un-
block requests should be ignored for the server in relation
to which actions have been triggered (e.g., no actions
should actually be performed). For example, in imple-
mentations including a server monitor process like the
server monitor process 610 (FIG. 6), the server monitor
process may send an indication of an ignore action to
the operating system kernel (e.g., the kernel 620 (FIG.
6)) to signal that it should not send any further indications
to the server monitor process related to unblocking that
process. Put differently, to perform an ignore action, the
server monitor process may send a request to the oper-
ating system (e.g., to the kernel 620) that further indica-
tions identifying that server process be suppressed.
[0071] Reboot may correspond to an instruction to re-
boot or restart the example computer system 100 as dis-
cussed above. For example, in implementations includ-
ing a server monitor process, the server monitor process
may make a system call to reboot the example computer
system 100.
[0072] A data structure like the look-up table 700 may
be employed in identifying actions to trigger related to a
particular process. For example, such a data structure
may be employed by the operating system in order to
identify the actions to trigger related to the server process
320 at the operation 540 (FIG. 5). In a particular example,
the server monitor process 610 (FIG. 6) may employed
and/or may maintain such a data structure.
[0073] It is possible that a given process may match
one key based on its pid and another key based on its
name. In such cases, a precedence rule may allow iden-
tification of the matching key (and thus the sequence of
actions to be triggered) by defining a "winner" selected
from amongst the multiple matching keys. For example,
it may be that precedence is given to matches based on
pid over matches based on process name.
[0074] Actions and action sequences in the nature of
those discussed above in relation to the look-up table
700 may be employed in implementations of the subject
matter of the present application whether or not a data
structure like the look-up table 700.
[0075] Depending on the length of an action sequence
and whether it has the effect of terminating the process
in relation to which actions were triggered (e.g. the block-
ing server process), it is possible that the method of FIG.
5 may cause a sequence of actions to be triggered for a
given blocking server process while an earlier-triggered
sequence is still being performed. This may be handled
in a variety of manners. For example, in some implemen-
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tations, such a duplicate triggering/request may simply
be ignored. Put differently, the operating system (e.g.,
the server monitor process if employed) may ignore du-
plicate requests for the same server process when it is
in the middle of taking actions on that server process.
[0076] It will be appreciated that, while the above dis-
cussion was framed in terms of a single client process
and a single server process, the subject matter of the
present application is applicable to scenarios involving
multiple in-flight messages from between more than one
client process and/or server process. Indeed, it may be
that the method of FIG. 5 is being performed in relation
to more than one message exchange at substantially the
same time (i.e., substantially/effectively in parallel). For
example, it could be that actions are triggered in relation
to more than one server process (each of the server proc-
esses blocking a respective client process by failing to
respond to a corresponding message therefrom) result-
ing in action sequences being executed in relation to
more than one server process at substantially the same
time (i.e., substantially/effectively in parallel).
[0077] It will be appreciated that it may be that some
or all of the above-described operations of the various
above-described example methods may be performed
in orders other than those illustrated and/or may be per-
formed concurrently without varying the overall operation
of those methods.
[0078] The various embodiments presented above are
merely examples and are in no way meant to limit the
scope of this application. Variations of the innovations
described herein will be apparent to persons of ordinary
skill in the art, such variations being within the intended
scope of the present application. In particular, features
from one or more of the above-described example em-
bodiments may be selected to create alternative example
embodiments including a sub-combination of features
which may not be explicitly described above. In addition,
features from one or more of the above-described exam-
ple embodiments may be selected and combined to cre-
ate alternative example embodiments including a com-
bination of features which may not be explicitly described
above. Features suitable for such combinations and sub-
combinations would be readily apparent to persons
skilled in the art upon review of the present application
as a whole. The subject matter described herein and in
the recited claims intends to cover and embrace all suit-
able changes in technology.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method comprising:

responsive to a sending thread of a client proc-
ess (310) sending (624) a message (330) to a
server process (320), wherein the sending
thread of the client process is blocked by said
sending to await a reply to the message from

the server process, determining (510) by an op-
erating system (200, 620) managing the client
process and the server process that a timeout
has expired without the server process having
replied to the message;
upon determining that the timeout has expired
without the server process having replied to the
message, sending (520) a request (626) to the
server process to unblock the sending thread of
the client process by replying to the message;
after sending the request for the server process
to unblock the sending thread by replying to the
message, determining (530), by the operating
system, that a further period has elapsed without
the server process having replied to the mes-
sage; and
upon determining that the further period has
elapsed without the server process having un-
blocked the sending thread by replying to the
message, triggering (540) one or more actions
(628, 630) related to the server process.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the one or more actions include one or more
of: sending a signal to the server process; and re-
starting the operating system.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2,
where the signal comprises a signal to the server
process to terminate.

4. The computer-implemented method of any one of
claims 1 to 3, wherein the one or more actions are
performed in sequence, preferably with a configura-
ble delay between the performing of a given one of
the actions and the performing of a next one of the
actions.

5. The computer-implemented method of any one of
claims 1 to 4, further comprising identifying the one
or more actions based on at least one of a process
name of the server process or a process identifier of
the server process.

6. The computer-implemented method of any one of
claims 1 to 5, wherein triggering the one or more
actions related to server process includes sending
(628) an indication identifying the server process to
a server monitor process (610), the server monitor
process causing the one or more actions (630) to be
performed responsive to the indication.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherein causing the one or more actions to be per-
formed responsive to the indication includes:
sending, by the server monitor process, a request to
the operating system that further indications identi-
fying the server process be suppressed.
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8. The computer-implemented method of any one of
claims 1 to 7 wherein the client process is safety-
certified and wherein the server process is not safe-
ty-certified.

9. A computer-readable storage medium storing an op-
erating system comprising instructions that, when
executed by one or more processors of a computer
system cause the computer system to:

receive, by a kernel of the operating system from
a client process managed by the operating sys-
tem, a call to send a message to a server proc-
ess, the call blocking a calling thread of the client
process to await a reply to the message from
the server process;
deliver, by the kernel, the message to the server
process;
determine that a timeout has expired without the
server process having replied to the message;
upon a determination that the timeout has ex-
pired without the server process having replied
to the message, send, by the kernel to the server
process, a request for the server process to reply
to the message;
after the request for the server process to reply
to the message is sent, determine that a further
period of time has elapsed without the server
process having replied to the message; and
upon a determination that the further period of
time has elapsed without the server process
having replied to the message, trigger, by the
kernel, one or more actions related to the server
process.

10. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 9,
wherein the one or more actions include one or more
of: sending a signal to the server process, and pref-
erably the signal is a signal to the server process to
terminate; and rebooting the computer system.

11. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 9
or 10, wherein the one or more actions are performed
in sequence, preferably with a configurable delay be-
tween the performing of a given one of the actions
and the performing of a next one of the actions.

12. The computer-readable storage medium of any one
of claims 9 to 11, wherein the instructions, when ex-
ecuted by the processor, further cause the computer
system to:
identify the one or more actions based on at least
one of a process name of the server process and a
process identifier of the server process.

13. The computer-readable storage medium of any one
of claims 9 to 12, wherein the operating system in-
cludes a server monitor process, and wherein trig-

gering the one or more actions related to the server
process includes sending, by the kernel to a process
executing the server monitor, an indication identify-
ing the server process, the server monitor process
causing the one or more actions to be performed
responsive to the indication.

14. A computer system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory communicably coupled to the one or
more processors, the memory storing instruc-
tions that, when executed by at least one of the
one or more processors, cause the computer
system to:

receive, by a kernel of an operating system
of the computer system from a client proc-
ess managed by the operating system, a
call to send a message to a server process,
the call blocking a calling thread of the client
process to await a reply to the message
from the server process;
deliver, by the kernel, the message to the
server process;
determine that a timeout has expired with-
out the server process having replied to the
message;
upon a determination that the timeout has
expired without the server process having
replied to the message, send, by the kernel
to the server process, a request for the serv-
er process to reply to the message;
after the request for the server process to
reply to the message is sent, determine that
a further period of time has elapsed without
the server process having replied to the
message; and
upon a determination that the further period
of time has elapsed without the server proc-
ess having replied to the message, trigger,
by the kernel, one or more actions related
to the server process.

15. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the one
or more actions include at least one of sending a
signal to the server process to terminate and a re-
booting of the computer system.
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